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This commentary on the Greek text of the Jewish-Hellenistic Sentences of Pseudo-Phocylides, a sapiential
poem of the first century BCE or first century CE, offers a full treatment of its sources, structure, perspective,
and purpose as well as a verse-by-verse translation and analysis.
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In pseudo-cleft sentences, the emphasis (focus) is usually at the end of the sentence. This is the basic
structure of a WH (pseudo) cleft sentence. What clause + be verb + emphasized word or phrase
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Cleft Sentences: The Potentials and Pitfalls, Spring 2014. 2 of 4 To understand what a cleft sentence is, we
must first understand that a sentence is composed of a
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A pseudo-cleft sentence is a kind of cleft sentence in which the subordinated clause is a relative clause
headed by an interrogative pro-form.
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Thank you for visiting our website and your interest in our free products and services. We are nonprofit
website to share and download documents.
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Cleft means divided. In a cleft sentence, information which could be given in one clause is divided into two
parts, each with its own verb. This way you give extra emphasis to part of
EMPHATIC STRUCTURES: CLEFT SENTENCES It Cleft sentences - Bloggin' Time
Pseudo-cleft sentences (also called wh-clefts) are similar in function to cleft sentences, but they are formed
with the pronoun what (= the thing(s) that/which). The emphasis in a pseudo-cleft sentence is on the phrase
after the what -clause + be :
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Cleft sentences are used to help us focus on a particular part of the sentence and emphasise this part by
fronting it. Cleft sentences are particularly useful in writing.
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Pseudo Code Example 4 is very concise description of the algorithm and most programmers know how to
implement it. Since there is a use of the loopcounter to succeed to the next element in the array the for loop
is vital. ...
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Cleft sentences It is possible to give special prominence to one element of a sentence by dividing it into two
clauses, each with its own verb.
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BASIC CLAUSE; In a basic sentence, no particular emphasis is expressed. Clefting a clause is a means of
splitting the clause and moving the content before or after the predicate to produce a particular effect.
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The Sentences of Pseudo-Phocylides. Abstract. by Luke L. Cheung llc1@st-andrews.ac.uk [Luke L. Cheung
is a doctoral student working with Professor Richard Bauckham at the Divinity School of the University of St.
Andrews.--JRD]
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â€¢ Simple sentences, like other sorts of sentence, begin with capital letters and end with periods, and â€”
once again like other sorts of sentence â€” simple sentences have parts.
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